Welcome!
ValleyCon 45: The Fargo Entertainment Expo is designed to be an
event for all ranges of interest in popular culture, highlighting the
sci-fi, fantasy, comic book, gaming, horror and related genres. We
just want everyone to have a great weekend and celebrate the fun in
entertainment! There are events for all levels, from film and video
presentations, panels and workshops or just browsing and meeting
our fantastic guests: BUTCH PATRICK, VICTORIA PRICE, R.J.
HADDY, ROY C. AND CYNTHIA BOOTH, TOM NGUYEN, ADAM
WHITLATCH, JUSTIN CANCILLIERE, ELIOT RAHAL, DAVE
WHEELER, GRAEME WYLLIE, THE FARGO GHOST CHASERS,
SCOTCH & BRITTA and PSYCHIC TIFFANY JOHNSON! A special
thanks to CHRISTOPHER SCHMITZ, author with a vending space at
ValleyCon who was a great help with programming ideas!
We have a stated mission to bring a wide variety of options to our attendees and we do listen, so chime in and let us know what
you’d like to see! Needless to say, we are excited by the huge variety of guests and programming this year, our expansion of
gaming and anime programming, the return of the Fargo Fantastic Film Festival Movie Room (featuring pop culture classics!)
and our new partners in late-night fun, the VALKYRIES of the VALLEY! Check the program guide carefully and visit the
vendors-which also houses our artists alley and guest tables-and then enjoy!
I just want to thank everyone who helped this year, especially Curtis & Jenn Ness, Chris Perez, Rhiannon and Ashley, Audrey, Jim
and Mary Bentzin, Dave Molay, Alan and Shaina Lindahl, Jesse & Brigit Pigeon, Brent Peterson, Dan Hillstrom, Steve Eldred,
Krista Arendes, Ben Larson, Kip Marvig of Comic Junction and RICH EARLY of Paradox Comics. I also want to thank the gang at
Shinespark for E- Gaming and especially CODY GREFF, TIM DEFORGE and ERIC FALDE who work with me at Moorhead
Community Access Media and do TONS of work outside this event and all our other events. I need to also thank SCOTCH and
BRITTA of Jack FM for hosting the evening cosplay costume contest and live auction to benefit Sanford Children’s Hospital!
We have many others to thank from our organization to many outside of it so please forgive me if I leave anyone out.
We especially want to mention our generous sponsors and supporters: HALLOWEEN EXPRESS, THE FARGO CW and METV,
PARADOX COMICS, TRAVELS BY ERICA, APPLAUSE, COMIC JUNCTION, LITTLE BIG WARS, BIG NICKS CARDS, THE
HSCCC (HJEMKOMST CENTER!), Dave Jacobs and many, many more! Last but not least is the guy who started it all 40 years
ago, Rudy Sigmund.
Have a great weekend and look forward to next fall as we finalize plans! Please chime in on it too! Thank you for coming and
everyone-have FUN!
Tony Tilton
Chairman-ValleyCon 45: the Fargo Entertainment Expo and the Fargo Fantastic Film Festival 18 and FM ComiCon 10 and
Professor Eustace J. McGonigle’s TOYS, COLLECTIBLES & CURIOSITIES EXPOSITION this Dec. 7th (vendors spots available
NOW!!)!

I’m the spirit of Vincent Price!

ValleyCon is all in good fun... but there are rules... which you should pay close attention
to.. Badges ARE your ticket. They tell us you belong here. Badges MUST be worn at all
times, especially in the party room areas. We will eject anyone (or at least bring them to
the Pit and the Pendulum...) who cannot show they belong here. This INCLUDES inside
the party rooms, as ValleyCon subsidizes every room and have an agreement with the hotel
to NOT ALLOW ANY LOUD PARTIES OUTSIDE THE ROOM AREA. Anyone deviating
from this shall be... dealt with... (and no refunds of any kind given) and that room will be
shut down by the hotel and their security, with possible additional issues from the police
department.
21 is the legal drinking age.
Anyone exhibiting overly aggressive behavior will not be tolerated. Be respectful of
everyone and remember that COSTUMES DO NOT EQUAL CONSENT! If you wish to take
a photo, be in the pic, etc.. be respectful and ask first please… and no matter what level of
expertise or for that matter, no matter the person here at ValleyCon, be RESPECTFUL. Any
boorish behavior and you will be ejected (at the very least). Everyone is here for fun.. that
said, let’s have fun!
Get some rest, eat something, shower, use deodorant (how unsavory to even have to
mention it..) and BE POLITE!
No smoking ANYWHERE unless expressly approved (which basically means nowhere) and at LEAST 20 feet from the doors outside.
No photography without permission & ask permission for video/audio, etc. with any guest. If they did not give you consent, you DON’T
HAVE IT!
Special rules apply to weapons for costumes, etc… follow them or items will be confiscated and authorities will be called.
Decisions of those running the event are final and carry the weight of the hotel and law enforcement behind it. Yes, for all purposes, they do
“own” the place while they are here.

Enjoy the events and if you have any questions, ask the Chairman! Or just stay in the dark for a few moments and you may have a visit...

The Standard Announcements of issues, rules, etc. we are legally obligated to make-and you to accept or leave the premises (as we won’t
allow you to stay and yes, we have every legal right to do so!). Cheers!
DRINKING
21 is the legal drinking age. Hospitality Suites ARE NOT RUN BY VALLEYCON and some do serve alcohol, so it is up to them to card. They will do so VIGOROUSLY.
Even if you look like you’re 95, a PHOTO I.D. IS REQUIRED. Party Suites have the ABSOLUTE RIGHT to refuse service or entrance to anyone. ValleyCon will not
tolerate underage drinking and anyone caught doing so will have his or her memberships revoked and criminal prosecution may occur.
SMOKING
According to State Law, virtually ALL areas are public areas and are NON-SMOKING and are marked as such. There is ABSOLUTELY NO SMOKING IN ANY
FESTIVAL PANELS, ART SHOW, MERCHANTS ROOM, GAMING, OR OTHER DESIGNATED AREA. Smoking is allowed ONLY in designated private rooms or at least
20 feet away from the outside entrance.
LOST OR STOLEN ITEMS
ValleyCon is NOT responsible for stolen, lost or misplaced items. Please take care of your belongings. In the event of something going missing, check with the
hotel front desk or at the ValleyCon registration table. *Note-we do cooperate fully with the Fargo-Moorhead Police Dept.

WEAPONS POLICY – BASICALLY, DON’T BE STUPID! NO BRANDISHING, WAVING, ETC. ANYWHERE!!!
Antique Firearms – ANY REAL GUNS – Are not allowed (only exception: Law enforcement/military with proper ID/notification to chairman).
Firearm replicas (toy guns) – Are not allowed (except completely peace-bonded and approved per person)
Pikes and Halberds- Are not allowed
Swords, Knives, Dirks & Daggers – Must be completely sheathed and peace-tied.
Axes, Claymores & Maces(includes all clubs/bats/etc.) – Are strongly discouraged but if you insist Axes must be sheathed and peace-tied. Claymores and Maces
must be peace-tied to your person (strapped to your back, tied to your belt, etc.). All else peace tied.
Bow & Arrows – Arrows are not to be drawn at any time. Bows must be un-strung and arrows tied in to the quiver.
Walking sticks/Quarterstaffs – Are allowed with extreme care.
Any other variation of weapons with distinction to be made by ValleyCon ONLY!
Definitions:
Sheath: a protective covering, usually of thick leather that protects the edge of the blade, the wearer and anyone near them from damage. The sheath must
cover the entire blade, not just the tip.
Peace-tied: the method of securing a weapon to the sheath, belt or body of the wearer. If the weapon is not peace-tied upon arrival at the festival front gate a
worker must peace tie it for you.
No drawing of any weapon at any time (only exception-prior permission during Masquerade presentation or display).
If a weapon is drawn, the patron is subject to loss of weapon, removal from ValleyCon and/or prosecution by authorities.
All patrons must be at least 18 years old to carry a weapon on site.
This policy applies to anyone carrying a weapon in with him or her or purchasing a weapon while at ValleyCon.
If you purchase a weapon/replica please STORE IT AWAY!

Andy Held
Remembering Andrew “Andy” Held.
Andrew passed on October 8, 2018 from
complications of kidney disease. Andrew
battled health issues his entire life and had 2
transplants, one when he was 2 and one when
he was 14. His second kidney failed after 8 years
in 2013 and he began dialysis while awaiting
another kidney. His heart had also begun to
fail near the end of his life.
Andrew was a beloved member and friend of
ValleyCon and loved volunteering and
attending when his health issues allowed.
Andrew endured a lot of pain and medical
procedures but never complained and smiled
through it all. His favorite superhero was
Wonder Woman and he even cosplayed often
as her. We hope your memories of Andy will
make you smile as you remember him this
ValleyCon weekend. Remember to say his
name! He will always be our favorite
superhero!

LOWER LEVEL – WEST ACRES MALL
(701) 277-1989
FACEBOOK.COM/BIGNICKSSPORTSCARDS
LARGE SELECTION OF:

Bring this ad in for 30%
Off any singles with your
Purchase *excludes consignment!

RJ HADDY WORKSHOPS!

*They may be sold out but grab if you can!
SATURDAY 11am
Facial Appliance Sculpture
This sculpture class will
show the attendee how
to avoid the pratfalls and
obstacles in creating an
appliance make up that
demolds quickly and
easily and safely. Also
how to create a great
prosthetic appliance from your sculpt. Utilizing one or more types
of clay Rj will start a sculpture on a facial cast and explain the
process through to the end.

1 hour

SATURDAY 4pm
Bondo Transfer Appliance Make Up:
1 hour-1.5 hours
Rj will demonstrate the creation and application of a bondo make up
appliance Which are all the rage in Hollywood, right now. Used for
old age character make ups as seen in THE CURIOUS CASE OF
BENJAMIN BUTTON and very extensively on THE WALKING
DEAD. This is an affordable and FUN new technique that every
artist needs in his/her repertoire.

SUNDAY 11am
Foam Fabrication
1-2 hours
Rj will illustrate how to use foam for costuming and
puppetry purposes. Which foams to use, how to use them ,
how to glue and paint them. Very popular with cosplayers.
This seminar can be tailored to solely Puppet builds or
solely foam costume/armor construction or a mix of both
depending on what the promoter wants to offer his/her
attendees.

PROGRAMMING
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FRIDAY

TIME

EVENT

LOCATION

3:00 pm

HOUSE ON HAUNTED HILL

Woodland North

We kick off with a classic Vincent Price film that drips with devilish wit! From William Castle comes a classic but
this time it's not with Emergo!!
4:00pm

THE MONSTER SHOW

Chestnut

A showing of our local horror host show airing Friday and Saturday nights on moorheadaccess.org and local
cable!
5:00 pm

ADAM WHITLATCH

Woodland North

Meet one of our esteemed Author Guests of Honor!
6:00pm

MADD FRAN K PRESENTS MADD FRANK

Chestnut

The documentary on our beloved local horror host and his crew!
6:30 pm

OPENING CEREMONY!

Woodland North

Join us in the official opening of ValleyCon 45!
7:00 pm

VICTORIA PRICE –HER DAD ON TV!

Woodland North

Vincent Price made appearances in TV for over 50 years.. here's a peek at Victoria's presentation on Saturday
with just some TV appearance clips highlighted and her reminiscences...

INSPIRATION AND STORY FORMS (Roy, Justin, Christopher)

Elm

Join our author guests on the age old question “how do you come up with this stuff?”
8:00 pm

RJ HADDY

Woodland North

Meet our Returning Cosplay/Makeup Professional Guest of Honor and see what he’s been up to!

LAST MAN ON EARTH

Chestnut

Another classic Vincent Price film! Before Omega Man there was Vincent!
9:00 pm

FARGO GHOST CHASERS
Meet your local paranormal investigative group!

Woodland North

PARTIES BEGIN!

Poolside

The poolside parties begin and run all night! Enjoy!!
9:45 pm

CLOSED FOR SET UP FOR…

Woodland North
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FRIDAY LATE NIGHT
10:00 pm

VALKYRIES of the VALLEY -18+

Woodland North

Vivacious Variety Show!
The sensational VALKYRIES of the VALLEY invade ValleyCon!! Bring a little cash.. there is a
small cover (donated to charity).. and you might want a few bucks… bar is also open!
A CLASSIC VINCENT PRICE FILM!

Chestnut

It’ll be a surprise!
12:00 am

Madd Frank Presents Madd Frank!
The great regional documentary on our beloved horror host and cast!

Woodlawn North
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SATURDAY
8:00 am

SATURDAY MORNING CARTOONS!

Woodland North

See REAL cartoons like Jonny Qwest and Superfriends! Maybe even some Bugs Bunny at his nastiest, hilarious
self! Chill until the vendor room opens and programming begins with what Saturday mornings are meant to be!

10:00am

LUDOSPORT LIGHTSABER ACADEMY

Woodland North

Live demonstrations of the LUDOSPORT ACADEMY, direct from Grand Forks!

STARFLEET: NOW BOARDING THE USS IMPERIUM!

Elm

Star Trek is as popular as ever and now is a fantastic time to get to know Starfleet. the International Star Trek
association. Join Admiral Mike Urvand, the crew of the USS Imperium, and many midwestern Starfleet members
as they discuss the fun activities of a Star Trek fan club.

11:00 am

HOW TO WORK WITH A COLLABORATOR (Roy, Cynthia)

Woodland North

Our Author Guests of Honor (and maybe some of our other authors) have insights into working well with
others and how to do it effectively without blades drawn!

RJ HADDY WORKSHOP!

Chestnut

Facial Appliance Sculpture 1 hour *$20 charge for materials! LIMITED-Sign up at Reg if not sold out!
This sculpture class will show the attendee how to avoid the pratfalls and obstacles in creating an appliance make
up that demolds quickly and easily and safely. Also how to create a great prosthetic appliance from your sculpt.
Utilizing one or more types of clay Rj will start a sculpture on a facial cast and explain the process through to
the end.

ARTISTS WORKSHOP!

Elm

Join our Artist Guests for a workshop on how to create your own comic (and anything else you can get them
to divulge!) With TOM NGUYEN, ELIOT RAHAL, DAVE WHEELER
12:00 Noon

COSPLAY JR. COSTUME CONTEST

Woodland North

A special costume event for the younger members of ValleyCon! Having fun is key and prizes for all
participating! Extra credit and main prizes for craftsmanship and originality or re-creation!

WORLDBUILDING

Elm

Orcs, Elves, Dragons… or steam-powered devices and electrical gadgetry.. . building a world outside of reality
(and what is reality…?) is a daunting task and can sink or sell your project. Here are some tips, tricks and sage
advice from our authors!

1:00 pm

PHOTO OPS WITH BUTCH PATRICK & VICTORIA PRICE

174 (OPS)

Pre-purchase for a professional photo with Butch or Victoria and get it signed later afternoon!

STORYTELLING FORMATS FROM VIDEO GAMES TO NOVELS (Christopher)

Elm

Learn the various formats and how the y differ from one another so you can delve into other forms!

1:30 pm

BUTCH PATRICK!

Woodland North

Meet our Guest of Honor! Butch has been onscreen longer than most of us
have been alive (or undead) and he has some stories to tell!! Then visit him for
an autograph, picture or both!

PROGRAMMING
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SATURDAY CONTINUED

2:00 pm

SO YOU WANT TO GET PUBLISHED: the Nuts & Bolts of Publishing

Elm

The how-to workshop for all who aspire! (Roy, Adam, Christopher)

THE PARANORMAL PANEL!

Chestnut

Featuring our own TIFFANY JOHNSON and the Fargo GHOST CHASERS!
3:00 pm

VICTORIA PRICE

Woodland North

Victoria grew up with a VERY famous father! She wrote a fantastic book about him and that book is
now in a new printing! Victoria has a great retrospective on her father and their relationship, his career
and more!

CREATE A SHORT STORY WITH THE GUILD, WITH AUDIENCE INTERACTION!

Elm

Pretty much what it says.. but YOU help to create it! (Justin & Guild)

PSYCHIC TIFF GALLERY

OPS (174)

Welcome back our honored guest TIFFANY JOHNSON! Meet this joyous ball of energy and light and join her
in her gallery!
4:00 pm

A STAR WARS WEDDING

Woodland North

Yes, a REAL wedding by our good friends in the Mandalorian Mercs! You are invited! Just don’t catch the light
saber bouquet.. it may take your hand off! CONGRATS!!!

RJ HADDY WORKSHOP!

Chestnut

Bondo Transfer Appliance Make Up: 1 hour-1.5 hours
*$20 charge for materials! LIMITED-Sign up at Reg if not sold out!

Rj will demonstrate the creation and application of a bondo make up
appliance Which are all the rage in Hollywood, right now. Used for
old age character make ups as seen in THE CURIOUS CASE OF
BENJAMIN BUTTON and very extensively on THE WALKING
DEAD. This is an affordable and FUN new technique that every artist
needs in his/her repertoire.

GRAEME WYLLIE -MASTER SCIENTIST

Elm

Mad Science Maestro GRAEME WYLLIE of Concordia Science Academy, along with Minions, shows
you some of the fun in science! And the BAD science in TV and film!
5:00pm

SHARKS & TURDS IN THE SWIMMING POOL: How to spot and avoid the worst
parts of the indie publishing scene (Roy, Adam, Christopher)

Elm

An apt description… future and present authors and authors to be… some words to help!

5:15 pm

Woodland North Closed for Banquet Setup
Go buy stuff! Check out other panels! Get those Autographs!!!

Woodland North
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SATURDAY NIGHT
6:30 pm

BANQUET! Seating at approx. 6:20; Dinner soon after!

7:15 pm

SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS – AWARDS AND MORE!

Woodland North
Excellent food, cash bar and some diverting entertainment during dinner and soon after! Limited tickets
available so purchase at Registration before they’re gone!

All can join in after Banquet! Be present for some special awards to very deserving individuals!

7:30pm

Cosplay check-in/Pre-judging

Chestnut

You MUST be here to be in the contest!

7:30-8pm

RESET WOODLAWN FOR EVENING/RE-OPEN 815pm approx.!

Woodlawn North

Have a drink! Mingle! Find seats! Don’t take the judges or official photographers’ spot! You will be flogged!

8:30 pm

THE COSPLAY COSTUME CONTEST

Woodland North

SPONSORED BY PARADOX COMICS and
FEATURING JACK-FM’s SCOTCH & BRITTA!
ValleyCon has over 40 YEARS of costume contests and we welcome all levels of
craft… awards for originality and re-creation as well as skills and more! Sign up
at registration before 5pm!

During wait
For judges!

ANDREW HELD CHARITY AUCTION!

Woodland North
Bid! Bid! Bid! It’s all great stuff-much donated BY OUR VENDORS and the Charity Auction
benefits SANFORD CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL with 100% of donations staying LOCAL!

UNIVERSAL ORLANDO TICKETS ARE UP FOR GRABS!!
Named after our beloved late friend Andy Held!
10:00pm

A VINCENT

PRICE CLASSIC!

10:30pm(App.)

VINCENT PRICE & BUTCH PATRICK FUN CLIPS!

Chestnut
Woodland North

Watch some great classic bits of VINCENT PRICE and BUTCH PATRICK leading up to…

12:00Mid

WARRIORS AND WENCHES!

Woodland North

A $2 “DONATION” WILL BE COLLECTED (with all proceeds going to the Breast and Prostate Cancer fund).
Yes, this classic event returns for all! You must be 18 or over, doors will be closed during the duration, no
photography or video until after (with participant’s permission) and a select panel of all kinds does judging, with
points for presentation and that elusive “x” factor! Sign up at registration or show up a little before midnight!
STRUT YOUR STUFF TO KILL CANCER! HOSTED BY FRISKY BUSINESS of the VALKYRIES of the VALLEY!
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SUNDAY
9:00am

CARTOONS!

Woodland North

11:00am

TRAILERS OF UPCOMING FILMS

Woodland North

RJ HADDY WORKSHOP

Chestnut

Foam Fabrication 1-2 hours
*$20 charge for materials! LIMITED-Sign up at Reg if not sold out!

Rj will illustrate how to use foam for costuming and puppetry purposes.
Which foams to use, how to use them, how to glue and paint them. Very
popular with cosplayers!

12:00 pm

STAR TREK NEWS AND VIEWS

Woodland North

Star Trek is getting hot again! Star Trek: Discovery is entering its second season and Sir Patrick Stewart is
returning in a new series as Captain Picard! That's just the tip of the ice berg! Join local Trek expert Mike Urvand
as he breaks down Star Trek news and rumors from around the four quadrants of the galaxy!

1:00 pm

Writing believable characters and stories that matter (Roy, Christopher)

Woodland North

What’s any story without characters that can be believed in the context of the story? And stories can be fluff but
also fulfilling… how to get those unicorns in your stable is a tough assignment! Learn from some who have
done it (and still work at it)!

2:00 pm

Sci-Fi and FANTASY TV SERIES

Woodland North

Science fiction, fantasy, and all types of superhero and supernatural themes have been a wonderful
part of our TV pop culture for several decades. Whether you watch Star Trek Discovery on a 65"
HDTV or stream Stranger Things to your 5" smartphone, you can be amazed & entertained almost anytime
and anywhere. Join Steve Eldred and others as they host a panel that invites Valleycon fans to discuss their most
(or least) favorite TV series.

VINCENT PRICE FUN !

Chestnut

See some of Vincent’s classic TV and other appearances!

3:00pm

Ask a (Speculative Fiction) Playwright," a basic do's and don't's on
Woodland North
playwriting and writing/adapting speculative fiction for the stage. (Roy, Cynthia)
Brought to you by someone with a wealth of knowledge and experience!

4:00 pm

TALKBACK

Woodland North

Bring your pithy comments, concerns and even praise, to the talkback!!
4:30 pm

CLOSED! SEE YOU DECEMBER 7th for PROFESSOR EUSTACE J.
McGONIGLE’S TOYS, COLLECTIBLES & CURIOSITIES EXPOSITION (Vendors
space on sale NOW!) and FEB. 22-23, 2020 for FARGO-MOORHEAD
COMIC-CON 10, FORXCON – APRIL 2019 and THE FARGO FANTASTIC

FILM FESTIVAL 18 WITH

Pre-Register
for
ValleyCon
46!

48 Years

gaming
Our complete GAMING Schedule will be available as an
insert at Registration and posted around ValleyCon,
especially at the Gaming Rooms! Too much to wrangle by
press time so check out all the gaming, plus Open Gaming
availability!

ANIME JUNCTION programming
poolside - room 170

FRIDAY
4 PM: Ultimate Otaku Teacher
Junichiro Kagami is on his sister’s last nerve. it’s time for him to get a real job! Tired of this lame excuses, his sister gets him a job
doing something he’d never expect—teaching! Teaching is the last thing Kagami yearns to do, at least until he comes across the
various problems his students face outside of the classroom. What he teaches these kids will be beyond the books!
6 PM: One Piece: Strong World
When the Straw Hats catch wind of trouble in the peaceful waters of the East Blue, they quickly set a course for home! But before
they reach their destination, fate leads them into the deadly path of Golden Lion Shiki.
8 PM: A Silent Voice
A deaf elementary school girl named Shoko Nishimiya transfers to a new school and meets a boy named Shoya Ishida. Shoya
leads the school in bullying Shoko over her disability until she transfers to another school. Upon entering high school, Shoya
finally decides he must find Shoko to make amends for what he did.
10 PM: Monthly Girls' Nozaki-Kun
You know how the story goes: girl crushes on guy, girl confesses feelings to guy, guy mistakes confession for a job application.
Okay, maybe that's not how it usually goes, but that's what happens when Chiyo gets up the nerve to tell her classroom crush
Nozaki how she feels.
12 AM: Ranma 1/2
From master creator Rumiko Takahashi, the mixed-up, madcap, martial arts romantic comedy RANMA 1/2 returns!
Watch the gender switching, jealous rages, and martial arts battles unfold all over again!
SATURDAY
12 PM: Ben-to
Every day an epic struggle rages in grocery stores across Japan-the battle for half-priced bento boxes! Welcome to the world of
Ben-To, where chopsticks are lethal weapons, the supermarket is a battleground, and there's nothing more delicious than a deepfried win.
2 PM: Gosick
In this 1920s tale of dark intrigue and romance, Japanese exchange student Kazuya Kujo strikes up a fast but uneasy friendship
with the doll-like genius Victorique. Both outcasts, Victorique and Kujo explore the unsolved mysteries at their school.
4 PM: ReLife
Arata Kaizaki is a 27-year-old loser. When he meets a member of the ReLife Research Institute, he's offered a mysterious pill that
could give him a chance to pull his life together. The catch? He must make it through another year of high school. Is being a
teenager again worth a new life or will he end up failing again?

6 PM: Food Wars!
Ever since he was little, Soma Yukihira's main goals have been to beat his father in a cooking contest and take over the family
diner. That's why, when his dad suddenly announces that he's shutting the restaurant down and sending Soma to cooking school,
Soma is shocked. However, Tohtsuki Academy is no ordinary cooking school.
10 PM: Napping Princess
The year is 2020, three days before the opening of the Tokyo Olympics. While she should be studying for her exams, Kokone
Morikawa is often dozing off, stuck between reality and a dream-world full of fantastic motorized contraptions. But after her
father, a talented but mysterious mechanic, is arrested for stealing technology from a powerful corporation, it’s up to Kokone
and her childhood friend Morio to save him.
12 AM: Prison School
When the prestigious all-girls Hachimitsu Private Academy becomes co-ed, five young men are the first males to attend. But the
girls aren't so accepting of their new classmates. After the boys get caught peeping, The Underground Student Council enforces
an absurd punishment.

E-GAMING

Come check out E-GAMING in ELM, brought to you by Shinespark Gaming! You will find a huge
selection of video games, both new and old. The room offers open gaming throughout the weekend. If
you're the more competitive type, check out the scheduled tournaments for an opportunity to win some
nice prizes!
Hours:
Friday - 3:00p-12:00a
Saturday - 10:00a-12:00a
Sunday - 10:00a-3:00p
Tournaments
Mario Kart 8:
Friday, 8:00p
4 player matches, best of four races, top two players advance
150cc
Normal CPUs
Super Smash Bros Ultimate
Saturday, 4:00p
1v1, best 2 out of 3
2 stock, 6 minutes
No items
Legal stages: Final Destination, Battlefield, Miiverse, Smashville, Town and City, Dreamland 64, All Omega stages
ValleyCONsole Tournament:
Sunday, 12:00p
The ValleyCONsole tournament is made up of several different games across several different consoles. A different
game is played in each round of the tournament. You won't know which games are being played until you show up,
so come prepared!

Oh, bother…

226

Come see is in rm #166.
MarsCon 2020
“Visions of the Future”
February 28 - March 1, 2020
Hilton Minneapolis/St Paul Airport/
Mall of America
3800 American Blvd. E.
Bloomington, MN 55425

marscon.org

ValleyCon Parties!
126 The Fight Club:

The party room starts at 8:00 to whenever Friday and Saturday ...night. We have an
Open Bar and will be sponsored by the Fargo Brewing Company; this year will be our second year Fargo Brewing
company has sponsored our party room. All donations and tips go directly back into the Fight Club party room.

130 Cove of Justice: Come sit on the infamous Iron Throne and enjoy games, drinks, movies and fun!
134 The 70's Rock: The Classic with Les Hamilton is back!
162 Star Wars Cantina & Mandalorian Mercenary Lounge
Extremely rough in nature where villainy, violence, and entertainment are to be expected. Come on in and join the
party whether you are Rebel or Empire scum. Younglings and Sithlings must remain with the droids at the door.
Back by popular demand, the Mandalorian Mercenary Lounge will return along with EVERYTHING you loved about
it at prior ValleyCons! Join in the late night gambling, intergalactic rum running and let go of your inhibitions while
enjoying the entertainment at the Mercenary Lounge. In the lounge it is no holds barred, anything goes so be sure
to have a good time.

166 Marscon 2020:

Visit our cousins from the Deep South (Minneapolis) and check out MarsCon 2020!

170 Anime Junction: Watch new and classic anime, meet and mix with anime and manga fans, both
experienced and the newbies! COMIC

JUNCTION SPONSORS!

226 Pirate Bangers: Authors Ivery Kirk and Ozgur K. Sahin return!

Separate works include the Timebangers
series and the Brethren of the Spanish Main series. Our new books aren't out yet, but we will be reading from our
upcoming works at the con, so hit us up for sneak peeks! Come for the themed decor, drinks, snacks and the
cranked-up A/C. Stay for the humor, the pirates, and Ye Wheel of Dares. Warning: some adult content.

